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How is the relation between chirality imbalance and pair-production in electromagnetic field?

- align the spin 
- 1-dimensionize the momentum

produce the fermion/anti-fermion pair 
whose momentum align in direction of E

+

-

The appearance
of 

Chirality imbalance

Expected Result

- parallel electromagnetic field
- massive charged fermion
- zero-temperature and zero-density

Assumptions

The number difference between right- and left-handed fermions

Chirality imbalance

R L

-  the source of anomalous transportation in QGP, Neutron stars, etc
      ex. Chiral magnetic effect, Chiral vortival effect

-  dynamically induced by quantum anomaly

The real fermion/anti-fermion pair-production from the vacuum
by the strong electric field

+

-

+
-

+
-

Fermion pair-production

the dacay rate of vacuum 
in constant electric field

-   occur non-perturbatively
-   strongly mass dependent

Formalism Results & Discussion

solve the Dirac equation

calculate

Field operator & vacuum state

: Landau level: canonical momentum

is interpreted as the vacuum state of in

Vacuum expectation values

Only the lowest Landau level
contribute to chirality imbalance

follows the equation:The time-dependent part

The asymptotic solution & fermion pair-production

the energy of vacuum

contribution to the total energy as plus

Chirality imbalance in the remote future

The asymptotic solution of            in            :

Parallel electromagnetic field

intermediate 
time-dependence 

is arbitrary

To extract the properties of chirality imbalance independent of 
the intermediate time dependence

To define the vacuum state in               called in-out state

Boundary condition about time

calculate the VEV of energy in

=

interpreted as the energy distribution of pair-created fermions

satisfy the relation: 

time-independent constant determined by 
solving the equation of

:

analogues of 
time dependent 
two-state system

Chirality imbalance is characterized by the relativistic velocity 

the momentum distribution
of pair-created fermion

the relativistic velocity 
of pair-created fermion

Time-independent term

In the parallel electromagnetic field, 
the appearance of chirality imbalance can be described by 

the fermion pair-production in the lowest Landau level.
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Temporal oscillation term

- no oscillation in massless limit
- anologues of two-state oscillation such as neutrino oscillation

In the lowest Landau level, fermions have spin up(down) only


